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There’s a large number of new investors looking for the next huge potential coin like SHIB, and 
$CROSHI is exactly that. 
 
 
 
 
 

Croshi Inu ($CROSHI) launched on the Cronos Smart Chain 
on the 27th March 2022, making it one of the first meme-
tokens in the Cronos space. 
 

Croshi’s long-term mission is to bring an easy and seamless 
transaction process for all users on the Cronos Smart 
Chain, breaking down the barriers to entry into crypto. 

 
Our owners have complete KYC and Doxed with Mad Meerkat Finance 

and Rugdoctor. Ensuring our investors feel confidence in buying our 
token is paramount. We have also locked our liquidity for 6 months 
(extending monthly) with TeamFinance. 
 
Our branding and token image is at the heart of our vision for 
success. Croshi wants to promote a fun, engaging and transparent 
investment experience for new and experienced investors. Our low 

fees and easy accessibility through our bridge with XY Finance - 
make It possible for anyone to invest with ease.  

 

 



 

Croshi has introduced several utilities already, including CroshiSwap - a bridge platform 
whereby users can purchase $CROSHI from other chains, a staking platform (launched on the 1st 

of July 2022) - with over 26% of tokens staked already. Along with our main releases, we have 
also developed a number of small releases, including a price bot and an auto-raid bot, with 
more on the way! Our smaller utilities are designed to help maintain our project, increase team 
efficiency, and improve the user experience. 

  

Aside from our utilities, we are a proud sponsor of a football (soccer) team at the oldest (and 
one of the biggest) universities in Turkey. The sponsorship provides a great opportunity to unify 
a well renowned university, the largest international sport and one of the best Crypto meme-
tokens in the space! 
 
The Istanbul MEC-Engineering team wears their Croshi-branded kits in their university league 
games and tournaments against other big university teams. 
We have also introduced a merchandise store for investors and Croshi champions can bring 
Croshi closer to home. 
 

 



 

 

We want to provide users with a comprehensive investment platform with an array of utilities 
aimed to make investing easier, clearing the ‘cloudiness’ and confusion around purchasing 
crypto assets. 
 
With our attentive branding, devoted community, and well-skilled team, we place ourselves a 
cut above the rest, priding ourselves as one of the first major meme-tokens on the Cronos 
Smart Chain with a devoted and hardworking team who share the same vision for success.  
 
We have a number of utilities in development including a P2E fighter game, our unique comic-
book-style NFTs and a surprise utility release – are you feeling lucky? 
 
Croshi has future plans to develop Yield Farming and introduce a LP split, distributing our 
liquidity and mitigating the potential risks of having a single liquidity pool. 
 
Along with this – we want to be a major player in the CRO-NFT market and have already released 
our first NFT design following a unique comic book-style theme.  
 
 

 



 

 

After years of missing out on integral, high-potential tokens, and getting engulfed within the 
somewhat poisonous ecosystem of the Binance Smart Chain – the team decided to look 
elsewhere for long-term investments, which is when we stumbled upon Cronos and Crypto.com. 
It was only a short amount of time before we realised the potential of this network… and soon 
their attention was solely focused on bringing a community-focused meme-token to the Cronos 
network. 
 
With the Cronos Chain being relatively new; together, we saw an opportunity and 'gap' in the 
market where we could offer unique services and functionality to the masses whilst also filling in 
the holes and removing barriers to entry that we experienced ourselves in the venture into the 
chain. 
 

 
 

Our team met through Telegram groups and crypto communities. 
 
The Croshi core and sub-core team is made up of combination of individuals who share similar 
interests, a passion for success and an eye for excellence. 
 
Within the team, we have a diverse range of industry skills that are applicable to all aspects of 
the project. 
Our wide range of skills means our developmental capacity is sufficient to coordinate and 
maintain a crypto project with the gravity of Croshi Inu, and to justify our roadmap. 
 
Our team specializes in a number of areas - our collective skill sets include but is not limited to; 
application development, software engineering, project management, business analysis, 
intuition and creativity, art and culture, marketing, brand management, portfolio management, 
and investing and more.

We have experience in launching and managing and overseeing cryptocurrency projects as well 
as industry projects from a professional outlook. 

Our core developer is a software developer in a top fortune 500 company, and our co-owner - a 
fortune 700 company. We also outsource some development to a professional software 
development firm based out of the Philippines. 

Whilst business is an important part of any crypto project, managing social relations and 
branding is also very important… Which is where our diverse team shines. Our owner is a care 
assistant, musician, and overall creative mind. Our internal marketing lead is a professional 
bodybuilder with experience in social marketing and an interest in investment management. 
Last (but by no means least), our information officer is a mechanic and investment group 
owner! 
 

 



 

 

$CRO is a top 20 token on the Global Crypto-currency index. BNB is ranked in the top 5 with 
$ETH at number two and of course the father, $BTC sitting on the throne. However, it won’t be 
long before $CRO and the Cronos chain catches up with $BNB, which brings an exponential 
growth opportunity for all Cronos projects. 
 
Crypto.com has secured the exclusive title as being the FIFA 2022 official World Cup sponsor, 
the world’s most popular sporting event. The sponsorship will drive significant awareness 
around the cryptocurrency trading platform and will bring an incredible amount of exposure to 
the Cronos chain.  
 
To capitalise on this – Croshi will be releasing an NFT series based solely around the World Cup. 
Regardless of market conditions, this partnership is sure to bring an incredible amount of 
interest into the Cronos chain, and our upcoming NFT series will be designed to hone in on this, 
and captivate potential investors. 
 
Now do you see why you are so early on this journey? 
 
From signing a $100 million deal with Formula One to taking on the title sponsorship of the 
famous former Staples Center in a $700 million deal, Cronos (CRO-USD) is changing the game 
on how to lure the mainstream to a new product or unique space like cryptocurrency. 
 
Croshi aims to follow in the footsteps of its father, by implementing unique and smart-
marketing strategies to bring exposure to our platform and beloved $CROSHI token. 
 
 

 



 

We have a 7% buy and sell tax currently. Once listed on an exchange, we aim to generate 
revenue through NFT minting, merchandise sales, and through our utilities such as the game, 
staking, and other services. 
 
Our total supply is 100m $CROSHI, with 85m circulating - 12% of tokens are reserved for utilities, 
and 3% used in staking. 
 

 

Our key deliverables are essential in our vision for success as a project.  
 
Croshi aims to list on several Cronos DEX’s within the next year, including VVS and Cronoswap, 
as well as some major exchanges such as KuCoin, Bitfinex, Huboi, Coinsbit and Cypto.com. 
 

Croshi also has plans to list price-tracking sites including CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko.  
 

Corporate identity is an important part of our roadmap, and therefore we would like to achieve 
verification on our Twitter profile, establish our corporate identity by means of creating a 
dedicated Wikipedia page, improve our Google Trends engagements, and utilise SEO. 
 

The development deliverables / ‘utilities’ are outlined below: 
 

 

Croshi has implemented a bridging service enabling users to bridge from other major networks 
directly with Croshi. Meaning anyone can easily purchase our token without the hassle of 
swapping tokens manually. 
 
Whilst we have already implemented a bridging service, within a year, we want to establish our 
token on the Binance Smart Chain, and Ethereum network and explore expanding to PulseChain 
upon launch. The development will be initiated towards the end of Q4 for this function.



 

:  

Croshi’s staking platform allows users to stake their $CROSHI tokens and earn rewards. Staking 
has improved investor retention through incentivization, and rewards holders in our native 
token. The current APR is over 106%, with the staking period lasting 10 weeks. 

: 

To complement our staking efforts to improve investor retention, we want to implement a Yield-
farming platform on a DApp whereby liquidity providers can stake their tokens in a smart 
contract-based liquidity pool in reward for interest, or a percentage of transaction fees. This 
utility will be planned for Q1 of 2023, extending to Q3. 

 

We are currently working on a P2E game that incorporates our NFTs. Users will earn $CROSHI, 
NFTs, and a number of other rewards for simply playing the game. The game will be free to play 
and have exclusivities to incentivize the purchasing of our native token. 
 
This is already underway, and we expect to release the Beta version of the game in Q2 2023. Full 
game development will be completed by Q4 of 2023. 

 

We have released the first part of our initial NFT release ‘Croshiman’ we are currently expanding 
our NFT collection and will mint our first collection between Q4 2022 and Q2 2023. We expect 
this will help bridge the NFT space and sustain our project growth trajectory. 

 

 

 



 

It’s easy to list deliverables and milestones and overlook the risks involved in executing our 
targets.  
Croshi has considered a number of risk factors that could impact growth and development – 
and potential causes of us not meeting our schedule or budget. 
 

:

As previously mentioned, we have a diverse project team with a number of core and sub-core 
members (moderators). Our core team consists of 5 members who are consistently active and 
regularly involved in the operations and execution of deliverables. In the event of absence, we 
have identified a number of ‘reserve’ team members from our sub-core team who are able to 
step in when needed. 
 
Croshi’s sub-core team consists of ~10 skilled volunteers who are both aligned with the project 
vision, and highly motivated. 
 

We currently only have one LP provider (MMF finance) – a relatively new DEX, whereby their own 
native token price is somewhat volatile. Whilst this is not directly a cause for concern, we 
consider that this attributes a risk to sustainability. To mitigate this risk, we are planning to list 
on multiple other DEX’s and diversify our LP so in the event of a catastrophic failure, we have 
some redundancy plan in place. Moreso, our plans to establish our token on other networks 
would also mitigate this risk. 

:

Another potential risk identified is the security of our assets within our DEX’s LPs – MMF, our 
existing LP provider had some security issues during the initial stages of our project's launch 
whereby their website DEX router was compromised and manipulated by attackers. Rest 
assured, this exploit was resolved in a matter of days, and due to our internal communications 
and quick working of the team, no Croshi users were affected. 
Whilst we have little control over these security risks, we ensured the safety of our assets by 
communicating with the MMF team and reviewing their resolution to ensure that this event will 
not happen again. As mentioned previously, our plans to diversify our LP will also mitigate this. 

We also have plans to execute a comprehensive contract and project audit in the near future. 
 

Our token currently has a 7% transactional tax which means our budget and funding is 
sustainable depending on market conditions. So far, we have had no issues with managing the 
budget, and have reserved funding in the case of market crashes (such as the one we are facing 
currently). 
In the event the market continues a downward trend, we have considered countermeasures 
such as NFT minting, merchandising, and private investment programs to ensure our funds 
meet the levels that our deliverables require. 
 



 

 

We consider $CROGE as our primary competitor and some other micro-cap projects on the 
Cronos Smart Chain. 

Our main advantage is our impeccable branding and our sturdy roadmap. 

Our utilities are well thought out and planned. We have an excellent developer who can build 
utility quickly and with precision. 

We also have a 'never-seen-before' NFT roadmap which is based around a comic-book-style NFT 
collection. 
 
When comparing our project utilities and releases with our competitors, it is evident that our 
project shines in a number of areas, predominantly our attention to detail that our project 
commits to in every release, communication and development. 
 

 

 


